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(Spanish version of Jorge K. Torrent) Dr. Samuel Hahnemann Editorial Of Narraa. Mexico, 2013 UANL SCIENCE / Year 18, No. 71, JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2015 Homeopathy knows that healing can only occur by the work of the reaction of the vital force caused by the administration of the right remedy, and that healing must be true and rapid proportional to
the energy with which vital force still prevails in the patient, writes Dr. Samuel Hahnemann, in his book Organon Medicine. The creator of homeopathy, Hahnemann pounce in his text against allopathic physicians: Medicine (allopathy), as practiced, knows no cure but to extract disease from the harmful materials that should cause them. As for homeopathy, he
states that everything is different. Every thoughtful person can be easily convinced that human diseases are not caused by any substance, any stinging, that is, any matter, but only disarmed by such (dynamic) spirit of power (a life principle similar to the spirit, animates the human body). Categorically, he mentions that an experienced alopath rejoices in the
invention of fixed names for diseases, preferably Greek, in order to convince the patient that he has long been familiar with them and that, therefore, he is the right person to cure them. Similarly, in paragraph 213 of the book, Hahnemann states, in regards to homeopathy: (...) We will never be able to cure according to nature, that is, homeopathicly, if in every
case of the disease, even if it is acute, we will not pay attention, in parallel, to other symptoms, to those that relate to changes in mood and mind, and if when we seek to relieve the patient we do not choose (...) a medicine that in addition to the similarity that carries the disease. The sixth edition, which the author reviewed in life, at eighty-six years old,
Organon Medicine gives a clear, simple, pleasant reading about his revolutionary concept of medicine. A useful tool is a book that should be available to professionals and the public. From Organon Medicine and Wisdom in Homeop tica (1) Felipe C rdenas T mara Di Hom Home pata, PhD candidate in homeopathy on the antrop logo, MSc in rural
development of the British Institute of Homeopathy Homeop tico Institute of Colombia,1) Work dedicated first to thousands of home feet that have worked for generations on the health of peoples; secondly, the work is aimed at magistrates The Supreme Court, the Council of State, the Constitutional Court of Colombia and hopes to give them some insight into
their implementation of justice. He appeals to the judges of the nation after the rule of jur dica cuilibet in arte sua credendum (anyone must believe in his art), that is, he strives to be either a home paw and understand the causes and judgments that justify the exercise of a homeopath in Colombia. The author is a university professor, author of books and
articles of anthropology, environmental studies and homeopath as well, has been a homeopath for seven years and has studied it for fourteen years. He is currently a member of the International Society of Homeopaths, based in Paris, France, he was a member of the Homeop Tico Colombia Institute. Currently, his research topics in homeopat are related to
the role that family plays, values, rules and patterns of sharing in human ways to get sick or cured. Respectful comments, comments or criticisms direct them to the following letter: fcardena@javeriana.edu.co Summary Art ass reflects on the main contributions of my physician Samuel Hahnemann, founder of Homeopath A. Work analyzes the principles
developed in the founding book homeopat a: Organon of Medicine and establishes the main directions of this medical school. The work establishes the differences in focus between organic models and the school of life homeop tica. Summary Of the article examines the main contribution to the work of the doctor Samuel Hahnemann, founder of homeopathy.
The article analyzes the basic principles in the founding book of homeopathy: Organon Healing Art and establishes the main directions of this medical school. The work points to differences in approach between the organic medical model and the life homeopathic school. Homeopath keywords, vitalism, the law of others, sympathetic magic, healing. Keywords
Homeopathy, Vitalism, The Law of Similarities, Sympathetic Magic, Treatment. The introduction is intended with this work to publicize one of the basic works of modern medicine. It is believed that organon of Medicine, written by Dr. and sage Al and Samuel Hahnemann (1755-1843), founder of homeopath a.3, is a work in force, structured, complete, effective
and very relevant in the history of modern medicine, which is known to be little known to the public as a whole and among the medical guild itself. Homeopat A was founded between 1776 and 1810 with the first publications of S. Hahnemann. An estimated three hundred million people are the number of patients who regularly homope medicine all over the
world. In Europe, there are about a hundred thousand doctors who act as home legs. Brazil has sixty thousand home feet. Source: 2004, Database, Center Foundation, homeopat program, Bogota . The book in menci n, is a work that essentially defines the entire philosophy of the homope tica, becoming an important milestone in terms of the concepts of
health and disease that addresses and defines from m all experimental. The Treaty and its understanding of diseases are vital entity and are a scientific model in the field of scientific medicine that reveals and recognizes life in its express mica; such behaviour has the power to transform a person, that is, to value him in all his dimensions and to strengthen
him from an organizational and spiritual point of view and to integrate him as a person in the service of himself and society. It is obvious that one of the rites of philosophy to vitalist is associated with the ability to satisfy the tastes of so many different thinkers who begin from different points of view to understand life as a starting point of human experience
over reality. Throughout his life, and during thirty-two years of professional life dedicated to improving the work in menci n, Hahnemann achieves the development of a deep and consistent contract that is edited six times during his life. Vitalism in Hahnemann in his reference to the state of health in a person is understood from the vital force, which for the
teacher is an energetic spiritual principle that encourages the body and governs its functioning. Based on the apparent discovery of vitality, it is clear that the body works either in states from armon to (health) or disarmed to (disease). The sources at which Hahnemann is supported to consolidate his medical doctrine are varied and n have not been fully
mastered. Philosophy is a whole universe with cultural and civilizational expressions that extend into space and time. There are eastern, western and ind genas contributions. In the Western world, Baruk Spinozo's work is an important source. Other contributions come from the works of Descartes (who would think about it!), Pietro Pomponazzi, Averroes,
Maimonides, Epicurus, Heraclito, and Lucrecio. By the philosophy of the vitalist v Ase the work of the Colombian philosopher Botero, Dar o, 2002, Vitalismo C smico, Bogota , Siglo del Hombre editors. Principles (b) The Law of Others has been formulated and intuited by various voices in time and space. This hip box is the first thinker in Western medicine
who formulates the principles of the whole on which all hypocritical medicine is based: The disease is produced similarly and the like that is given to the patient, it returns from the disease to health. As it produces artificial ergurria, it treats real suffocation. Coughing, like straranguria, is produced and treated by the same things (n,1982). In the Middle Ages, the
statements of the law of others were formulated by the author, who wrote under the pseudonym Basil Valentina, a Benedictine monk who is believed to have lived for about a year or 1410 in the monastery of St. Peter Erfurt. His words: Similar should be cured by means similar to their likes, not their opposites, such as heat from the heat. A. or so, not the
other way around. (quote by: www.homeoint.org, Morrell, Peter). The main features of hippocratic medicine are based on the same principles of homeopathy: primacy observation and experience. Natural gomeop tica and hippotic mediatrix begin with the concept that a sick body means things in the sense of nature that seeks healing. Proper therapy aims to
stimulate by using adequate, specific and unique remedies for this person to restore health through them, which help the body itself to find harmony again. He continues to tell us, For one heat attracts another, one cold another, like a magnet makes iron. Thus, the prickly simple can remove diseases characteristic of prickly pain; and poisonous minerals can
cure and destroy the symptoms of poisoning when they bear on them. And although sometimes the cold can be removed and suppressed, yet I say as a philosopher and one experienced in nature the way that the like should be equipped with it similarly, as a result of which it will be removed radically and carefully if I am the right doctor and understand
medicine. Anyone who does not deal with this, is not a true doctor and can not boast of his knowledge in the field of medicine, because he is not able to distinguish betwixt cold and warm, betwixt dry and humid, for knowledge and experience, along with fundamental observation of nature, represent the ideal doctor . (Microcosm.). The original is stored in
English to avoid translation errors that change the original meaning of the text. Another important medical reformer at the time was Theophraste von Hochenheim, known as Paracelsus, which flourished in the 16th century. His doctrine on some points similar to Hahnemann has never had the same number of followers and his school r pidamente pereci y pas
to remember unfairly as that of the great charlatan n. Another trend in medicine by attacking the disease with medications of the opposite nature (as opposed to curentur contraris). This trend is known as galenism. Throughout history, it has had a prevalence in certain rich hist moments. Doctors such as Averroes and Avicena belonged in this school's practice
and handled complex medical prescriptions. Seg n Prebish, dystorsy n hypocritical medicine desemboc in the recipes of Benedictines Salerno and Monte Casino, true therapeutic chaos where it is impossible to look for a guideline (Op.cit., Prebish) Homeopath is art and science. By focusing on the man, he is like one of his most important healing missions,
restoring his health in a quick, gentle and permanent way. Homeopathy, in organon doctrine, gives the doctor the keys to interpreting the disease, since the doctor should know that the disease is expressed in the person's symptoms. Your mission is to read and interpret these symptoms and seek remedies as much as possible that sympathizes with the
symptoms that the patient experiences and feels. That is, symptoms are the only thing that can be perceived and therefore effective medicine is one capable of producing in a healthy person symptoms similar to the case of the disease. This analogue principle is applied in medicine sec n aphorism Similia Simillibus Curantur (similar treats similar). In the
context of this aphorism, it becomes important to take into account unrealistic problems, and what we do exl citos in this work, between the first discoveries in the field of anthropology and homeopath a. These relationships allow us to understand how anthropology in the works of James Fraser (Golden Branch) established and emphasized the features of
mythical systems gico. From an antropolis point of view, a homeopath is part of the principles of thinking that have spread through time and space through the thousands of cultures that underlie their view of reality based on the foundations of sympathetic magic (sympathetic). The truth is that Fraser's intuition has failed to understand at all its scale the extent
of his own systematization, for his magnificent work, full of prejudices that we understand in the context of dominant thinking in his little and of which nascent anthropology cannot be deducted: When a magician participates in the pr ctica of these laws, impl is quoted as saying that they regulate the activities of inanimate nature; in other words, it is clear that
the laws of likeness and contagion are universally applicable and are not limited to human actions. Magic is a spurio system of natural laws, as a guide to the error of behavior, it is a false science and aborted art (1890-1993:34). What does not believe that Fraser would have ignored the healing power of a homeopath, just when she during the last century
was seeing important priests on all continents of the world and especially on his continent: Europe. His ethnol gicos data put him in touch with information about primitive peoples, but his work did not know what influence that the law like (which L develops in his work, but which he does not understand, because of his ethnoc ntrico spirit) come to render in his
own cultural tradition. The salvage work of Fraser is due to the fact that the Law of Fellows has been intuited by thousands of cultures throughout human history. The genius of a homeopath is to operate it in the field of health and disease. Today, the law of other people can be understood from the phenomenal framework of gico, or from the positivist
framework. As part of the first opportunity, a homeopath is a science and art that must understand the meaning of disease, feeling sick from within its entire being, describing and not trying to explain with a vain theorist how what happens in a person. In this context, it is clearly related to the hestural therapy in the field of humanistic psychology (Cu llar-
Gallego, 2003), a phenenologist and vision of zen Buddhism In the second structure, the law of others is defined as the law of nature, which can be explained in accordance with the principles of modern f sica and the laws of nature. Within this intellectual horizon, one of the current m with precise definitions is that, given Dr. Gabriel Hearn Gebauer: For any
substance, whether mineral, plant or animal origin, whether it is a natural species, as for any artificial substance (or synthetic) - if the substance has the ability to produce a physical disease whose nick express a specific set or pattern of symptoms (and characteristics) The substance has the ability to make a characteristic disease that is expressed in a similar
specific set or the structure of symptoms disappear when it is present in any sick person, either spontaneously or provoked when ingested in a darkened manner. In the context of axiomatic thought, the universality of the aforementioned law of healing can be expressed: For all x, if x is a substance that has not been tested, if it were and had to produce a
physical disease, x will also be able to cure the same physical disease (Gebauer). Both positions in the homeopat to what they show is the existence of a rich therapeutic model that has all the rigor of the world, in addition to the humanistic sensitivity that is required when dealing with living beings and humans. See: This is the so-called law of the like of
scientific law: Academic violence against a homeopath can be explained by the jealousy that an ordinary medical institution experienced to the whole, which has always seemed a clear and simple way of amazing treatment, for which there has always been no explanation. As Dr. Prevish explains, in his work on the return of medical ideas, it was aimed at
linking the Hahnemann doctrine with the occult of Paracelsus. Thus, the general medical body regarded it as a rich science of the oesophagus. In this sense, Prevish adds, as since 1932, the doctor of the house paw, Dr. Portier-Bernoville, tries to dispel these visions that have been reproduced repeatedly in the homeopath because of the influential
personality of important mdicos of the house patas, such as Leon Vannier and James Taylor Kent, who presented the doctrine with occult elements that were never part of the central organ of Hahnemann. (Prevish, www.homeoint.org/articles/spanish/evolucion.htm 2. The structure of Organon Medicine As mentioned, Organon's improvement was the result
of a maturation process that took place over three days of hard work and research. Each of the editions included new elements of therapy and was a breakthrough from the previous edition. It was known after his death. as well as science. The latest edition, i.e. the sixth, introduces 1:50,000 (LM) powers used dilution. With the introduction of new forces,
Hahnemann is revolutionizing his own homeop tico. With LM powers, b sicamente busc speed up the healing process and avoid homeop ticas, which are known to be very frequent and intense using high powers (200c, 1M, 10M, 50M), which were part of the arsenal available for homeopat prior to the disclosure of the sixth edition of Organon. Hahnemann
presents his work, starting with the analysis of therapy, what he denotes as alope teicas and as belonging to what he called old school. His view of the medicine of his time was absolutely critical. He was not a man of gestures or the words of hip breeders. With absolute truthfulness and sincerity combati and argument conceptual errors of traditional medicine.
The effect of this confrontation, which lasts to this day, should have given rise to a serious antagonism between the two visions of the disease seg n l, completely incompatible. Now, if we understand that a homeopath emphasizes a more subjective plane in his diagnosis of the disease, and that the alopath does so in objective traits, it can be concluded that
both schools can become complementary. Anyway, the fact is that both the home leg and paw have very different reality ratings. An old-school doctor bases his goal on prescription medications that he does not know well, and that in many cases generate negative effects on the body and mind of patients. Consequently, exposure to drugs may be more
difficult to manage than the effects of the disease itself. This is quite obvious in the case of so-called mental illness. When the drug is not alop tica option is associated with bistur, surgery or the use of psychic F rmacos tricos with extremely complex and dangerous side effects. Related to alope titos procedures, there is a whole technological paraphernalia that
can end up reducing the doctor's work if neglected by that operator in diagnostic. A real man, a man, how I feel Hahnemann is lost. What Organon says about 19th-century medicine applies to 20th- and 21st-century medicine in the dominant school version. What is called progress is nothing more than the dehumanization and itumement of the patient and the
doctor. It is no secret that a doctor of an existing health care provider (EPS) in Colombia must care for up to six patients within one hour. What can you do for the patient in fifteen minutes? Now, these procedures can also radiate in a homeopat A, when EPS already seeks to associate doctors with specialties or short workshops in homeopat a and require
them the same time. In many cases, Has been proven in the research processes conducted by the author, the homope tikos remedy is ultimately irrational in combination with the allop tica drug, or used as a rich gene, as if they were an allopathic remedy. This usually occurs in the hands of feet, which reduce all homeop tica therapists for the simple
introduction of remedies that are combined with all norms of homeopathic doctrine with other alternative therapists. For example, joint procedures with acupuncture when these procedures are incompatible due to the risks that the body may suffer from these energy systems from two very powerful healing systems. Hahnemann clambers into his grave seeing
the degree of eclecticism and irresponsibility with which a homeopath is practiced in Colombia and see how these bad practices are those who close the door to the real feet of the house cl, if many of which exist in the country and now suffer from the lack of a law regulating the implementation of homeopat to scientific and providing thousands of home feet
with clarity and protection lawyers highlight in the face of confusing jurisprudence that exists in Colombia in this area. Hahnemann's homeopath is unique, as it formulates one remedy in a dose of nic. Polymorphism was mainly created in France with the work of Dr. Vannier, which emphasizes the importance of drainage remedies aimed at ltimas to administer
remedies in terms of nico remedies and doses of nicks. In our environment, we mistake nea only the first part of your system and do not reach the use of the means of niko in nick doses. I believe that the link between homeopath and alopat lies in the use of the diagnostic potential provided by modern technology, and that treatment guide should be based on
home criteria and principles. When I talk about targeted diagnostics, I am referring to data that may be tile approach reading marks such as temperature, pulse, blood pressure, revealing painful signs at an anatomical level, etc. recognized father of medicine and who finally formed the concept that a sick rgano can not be divided into space and time. In cities
such as the United States, England, Germany, Canada and all the home leg and the general practitioner complement each other in their work. In many cases, they have overcome the mutual intolerance experienced in the late and mid-19th and 20th centuries. The diagnostic potential of alopeta may not be unknown; nor can the power of homeopathy and its
therapeutic model be known in the treatment of chronic and acute diseases that have not been cured by traditional medicine. The homemade paw, and I am talking about what is formed exclusively within the homeope tica doctrine and administered by a homeopath, is a great contribution of the doctor to the paw. A serious and prepared home foot is a legacy
of society and medicine in general. Every day, and from the last two hundred to the last, thanks to the work of thousands of home feet around the world, thousands of people have been cured of suffering from physical and mental conditions. 3. The concept of health in Hahnemann's work The concept of health in homeopat is rich and wise. According to Tom
with Paschero: Healing makes sense to correct vis medicatrix in its vibrational dynamics and achieve in a sick state of equanimity or emotional attack, allowing him to fulfill his fate of transcendence in goodness, truth and beauty, the main attributes of life ... Over the diagn stico pataol gico, the homeoptic anamnesis should allow the patient to be clearly
diagnosed, with his temperament, his car cter, the state of nimo and constitutional disposseseses through careful knowledge of his effective biography, his vicissitudes of childhood and adolescents, his life in current relationships and his behavior and mental and biol gico in the body rich emotional aspect. With similar orientations and perspectives says Dr.
Mar Clara Bandoel: Homeop tico treatment, the purpose of which is able to change, its developer or constitutional and subrogate its meaning and end, to the meaning dictated by sparitu endowed with a mind that resides in every person who acquires both the freedom to choose well, and the freedom to create and perform the individual and undied melod ,
and which strives in general, to the realization of one symphony in the full of the virtues of the , greatness and happiness, which we call man (1990:33). Adds Professor and large Argentine home leg Tom s Paschero: Both schools, tica nosol gica, which of the kikogic and microchemical bacteriol analysis passed in our little order of mole kul and volume, but
always under the mitatic idea of pathogenic or painful pheno or painful species that should be suppressed, treating the patient as a passive element, and hypocratic What living and human condition of patients suffering from this disease, recognizing that people are not a system of physical reactions, but a living organism that reacts and acts as a unit
(1984:227). Dr. Paschero goes on to say: Modern medicine has understood that both conventional schools must be agreed that the study needs ntesis s, that there are diseases, physio-physio mechanisms and physical changes or vital systems with a certain autonomous sprect at all, but before and after, the patient must be counted as the essence in the
function of the dynamic principle of totality or entelechia that make a sick person a dynamic unit , according to claudia Bernard's famous decision: ltimo element of painful pheno F Sico, ordering is vital. (p. 227) Homeopat performs the task of knowing in each patient what needs to be cured and doing so through a thorough history of biopatogrfica, allowing it
to study analthically current and retrospective symptoms to have an idea of the entire patient, knowing the features that individualize him as a person. Paschero says: These are symptoms that express a person's overall reaction with each patient's personal coefficient converted to ndrome til s for therapy (p.227). The truth is that for Hahnemann there is no
chance to tie m all homeop tic and alope tiko. Graph pair 52 Organon clearly speaks about this and is a reflection of its synthabor with alope tica medicine: there are two m all basic to treat: one that is based on full observation of nature, about careful experiments and on pure experience, homeoptic and other m all, heterop tiko or alope tiko, in which there is
no such thing. Both are strongly opposed, and one who does not know one of them can feed illusi that they can ever reconcile between with or one, or they may incur the absurdity of sometimes homeop ticamente and other alop ticaly, according to the patient's preferences. Such pr ctica should be classified as criminal to the cause of divine homeopath A (p.
116). Hence, homeopath as well, is not a modality of alternative medicine, as Francisco Rojas Birri stated in his bill 050 of 2000 on the implementation of homeopathy medicine. Even today it is in the Colombian Senate in Bill 106 of 2004, which wants to regulate the implementation of alternative medicine in Colombia, determining that even traditional
medicines of peoples ind genas are the responsibility of peoples on their feet from University. Such laws are unaware of national and global cultural traditions that recognize that the contribution and knowledge of peoples hate genes around the world are necessary to strengthen and maintain quality of life. As for the homeopath, she has been practicing in
Colombia since 1836. There have been characters such as Rafael Pombo and Rafael Nunez, who joined the postulates of homeopat a. Many general practitioners have become home-kicking. Similarly, Colombia does not forget about the global human trafficking, which refers to the official study of homeopath by people without a diploma in general medicine.
Especially since there were big, rich paws all over the world. These were people who, according to family tradition, in a disciplined ensemble or by their own efforts were formed in the principles of a homeopath and applied it safely and effectively. Today, the World Health Organization recognizes the contribution that these home feet can make emp rich in
terms of health and in restoring it through all-homeop tico. Bill No. 050 2000 on the implementation of homeopathic medicine, in: Homeopath while in Colombia, in or 35, No. 144. Homeopath is well structured on the basis of clear scientific principles. That is, the Hahnemann doctrine cannot be reduced and placed on the same coast, with a level of
systematization and scientific arguments, and ultimately compare it with the knowledge of the air. Hahnemann's model is a work based on scientific doctrine. The work of the pumper, very rich in the fact that from the point of view of anthropology to cultural, is not comparable to the ecquiable equatorial act of one to the paw, nor with the act of the home leg. It
is a separate system, neither inferior nor above, but it is an absurd place of homeopathy to evaluate the concept of alternative medicine. The alternative to what? Organon medicine is precisely the source that allows to clearly differentiate why dotoptic medicine itself is a system. As Murata says, Syuji says: Organon is presented as, I say, in general, more
than a narrative book. Its structure is cl sica and clearly pedag gica. Its purpose is nothing more than to provide in the manner of great masters a concrete, precise and important doctrine that can be applied to the art of healing. For Murat, the work can be divided into two large parts. 1) Gomeop tick theorist (par. 1-81). 2) Homeop tica technique (par. 82-291).
The theoreau homeop tica is divided into two parts (a) The common and rich basics of homeopath a (par- 1-70). Classification (par. 71-81). The homeop tica technique is divided into four parts. (a) Taking the case (sick face) (p. 82-104). b) Pathogenesis (drug) (par. 105-145). c) Directives for the therapy of homeop teak (par. 146-285). d) Other therapeutic
drugs (par. 286-291). Organon Medicine is a work from philosophy to medical that exposes doctrines about health and disease based on the principle that similar treats are similar. This is the work of patolog, which speaks about the nature and different forms of the disease: acute, cr nicas, epid micas, defects, alternating, obvious, etc. Organon clearly
explains the nature of diseases, their differentiation, ways of their recognition and treatment. As Ortega says, it's a common classic ... because in addition to the common support utica that he attaches, it points to every aspect of confrontation with the patient; empathy as well, understanding the load on his sheet regarding the treatment of each patient in
particular. In addition, it is a collection of pharmacology, as it covers the sources of drugs, their form of the drug, the complex procedure of dynamization in practice and in their results (Op.cit). Organon also has a preventive idea of the disease and how to maintain health in a healthy or relatively healthy person. 4. Final ideas In short, homeopath as a science
treatise and paradigm in medicine. A homeopath cannot be reduced or understood from another medical model. It is wrong to make the Lico cat logo in the evaluation of theolog isl mica or vice versa. And when that happens, history has already shown us the consequences. In the context described, organon is a complete and truthful medical treatise that has
so far been written in the field of Western medicine. This is the work by which every person of science should be consulted. Homeopath, as a medical science, cannot be reduced to an alternative system. As you can see, a homeopath has a doctrine, therapeutic, pathologist and extensive medical substances (about 3,500 well-known remedies from all areas
of reality: plants, minerals, insects, fungi, viruses, bacteria, reptiles and animals. since it gives each person back responsibility for their health! Now, a little home paw is made in time, from experience, research and research. Knowing medical matter and the principles of life and life is a matter of life. This is important to keep in mind, since seemingly simple
homeopathic doctrines at the heart of the universe of complexities, where aspects of chemistry, f sica, biologist a, anatomy, anthropology, psychology, sociology a, econom a, ecolog a, philosophy and theolog a. However, doctrine can be understood as simple, precisely because of the genius and how Hahnemann put it in Organon. Hahnemann's work is a
legacy for all generations of home feet and for humanity as a whole. The way forward must be inspired by Hahnemann's selfless work and the whole constellation of home legs, which are the figures of the best of mankind. In the experimental and research field, this includes knowledge with the 20th knowledge that exist in medical doctrine and in homeop
medical subjects accumulated in nearly two hundred years, includes deep work with psychology and anthropology, leading the real home paw along the path of pure experimentation of new drugs. We are faced with an obligation to study new substances/drugs and to socialize the scope of our research and experiments, which rarely happened in our
homeland. Homeopath AND in Colombia can not be reduced to a-cr tica reproduction of knowledge concerning the use of medical subjects written in other countries, as has happened in general since its implementation in Colombia since 1837. Our cultural and natural heritage gives us great potential for research and clean experimentation of new remedies.
The homeopath has the ability to strengthen without undermining the knowledge of the farmer and the indus gene. The doopathic movement is one of the least fascinating phenomena in the history of medicine. Homeopath is a heritage of mankind, it should be treated with all respect, because his knowledge provides almost all peoples of the world with
remedies that alleviate and treat the physical, spiritual and suffering ailments of men, women, animals, or even plants. We cannot afford to give up this knowledge as if it were a simple fragment of our broken reality or ended up reducing homeopat to the whims of little science people who are locked in their locks in the faculties of traditional medicine and who
ego smo and petty interests seek at all costs to close access to this knowledge for the thousands of jes who find the meaning of life in vitalist and in the various possibilities that he offers us. Homeopaths cannot be a monopoly on alope tica medicine, if it were, as it would have to be deeply transformed and our medical faculties across Colombia. Let's not kill
the house paw! The state should promote the creation of faculties and students of homeopathic medicine and regulate in the near future professional exercises of doctors from transdici n alop tica and home legs formed in the life visit both in Colombia and abroad. As for the homeopath, the mission should be to give him a true space acad myco that
corresponds to it in the training centers of the state, the management of the level of rigorous training in the natural sciences, F sicas and human and high level of depth and study of the therapeutic model of homeopath a. Cons of ltese in this regard: Vithoulkas, George, 1996, Homepato a: an integral view of health, disease and healing, The author in menci n
is one of the world's figures of the homeopath to date. In this sense my job: The case in homeop tica: family lan ceas,. In: www.homeoint.org. Globalization, and it is one of the positive effects of this global pheno, it already provides hundreds of j venes around the world and in our country, the opportunity to access a high level of educational processes not
only in the field of homeopath, but naturopath, Chinese medicine, acupuncture, ayurvedic medicine and other systems with which our mines sculo and university system exceptions will increasingly compete that in order to ensure that to be able to strengthen yourself and raise the very pas with must diversify its offer acad mica, making it attractive and tilt for
the educational needs of the nation and to solve its many problems that overwhelm it. Colombia wins, and the world wins, if Colombia decides not only to regulate the law on the practice of homeopat as well, but also if it accepts the challenge of strengthening the homeop tica therapist from the moment of implementation of formal training processes that if so
compete on an equal footing with the Alop tica medical faculties existing in Colombia. We will go from passive PA in terms of discovering remedies to being a nation that does justice for its people to science, which makes the fairness of knowledge and therapeutic key keys that give us knowledge of paye, mamo, curaca, peasant and black. This knowledge in
the work of botanists, anthropic logos and other disciplines can be renewed and reinforced by principles which manages a home paw producing environmentally friendly, standardized and universally used remedies. Finally, keep in mind that the house paw is not paramilitary, it is not partisans, she is not a criminal, she has not robbed the state, it does not
deserve persecution, why not talk to your knowledge, with unrecovered pathos? What is unfair is that it ended up marginalizing and discriminating against the home paw, which proves a jacobed, investigative, and professional fitness. If we all gain experience the belief that the soul is first sick and after the body, as Pope Paul VI said in the speed at which he
elevates the homeopath as a human medicine par excellence; If a person goes accordingly to develop his moral conscience in order to descientize him to profess with the sense of justice, mercy and empathy that he comes from his own intellectual and moral maturity, then he can venture into an intimate being of the sick. Because then, by empathy,
identification, immersion in l, in relation to spiritual exchange in human pathos, be able to understand and verify the authenticity of anmic s ndrome, from which rationally control healing promoted nico remedy, similim that the patient. And only then to be a real home paw (Paschero, 1984:233). Bandoel bibliographer, Mar Clara, 1990, Basics Cl Nica homeop
tica, Buenos Aires, Albatross. Botero, Dar o, 2002, Vitalism C smico, Bogota , Centennial Human Editors. Cuellar, Luke A, Gallego, Miram, 2003, I'm human. Implement: proposal to integrate self-government, Dynap, Bogota. Fraser, James, 1993, Golden Branch, Economic Culture Foundation, Bogota. Hahnemann, Samuel, 1996, El Organon de la Medicina,
Buenos Aires, Editorial Porr a. Hahnemann, Samuel, 1996, Las Enfermedades Cr nicas, Buenos Aires, Editorial Porr a La n, Entralgo, 1984, History of Hypocritical Medicine, Madrid, Alliance. Paschero, Tom s, 1984, Homeopat a, Buenos Aires, Edited by El Ateneo. Vithoulkas, George, 1996, Homeopath as well: a holistic view of health, disease and healing,
Barcelona, Piados. P ginas electr nicas C rdenas, Felipe, la materia m dica homeop tica: family la solan ceas, www.homeoint.org. International Society of Homeopaths, Paris. Gebauer, Dr. Gabriel Hearn n. Is the so-called law such a scientific law? Morrell, Peter, the similarities between Hahnemann and Paracelsus, and Robert Ellis DUDGEON, extracted
from his lectures on the theory and practice of homeopathy, 1853, p.9-18, www.homeoint.org. International Society of Homeopaths A. Prevish, Ricardo. Solving the most famous ideas www.homeoint.org/articles/spanish/evolucion.htm copyright Felipe C rdenas T mara 2005 2005
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